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Abstract. This paper describes an ontology for modeling any food pro-
cessing chain. It is intended for data and knowledge integration and
sharing. The proposed ontology (Onto-FP) is built based on four main
concepts: Product, Operation, Attribute and Observation. This ontology
is able to represent food product transformations as well as temporal se-
quence of food processes. The Onto-FP can be easy integrated to other
domains due to its consistencies with DOLCE ontology. We detail an
application in the domain of winemaking and prove that it can be easy
queried to answer questions related to data classification, food process
itineraries and incomplete data identification.

Keywords: ontology-based model, data integration, food processing,
winemaking

1 Introduction

Researches on technological aspects in the field of food production have grown
rapidly in recent years, mainly driven by consumer demands for food products
that are safe, high quality and more sustainable [1]. The increasing complexity of
technological aspects and the accumulation of heterogeneous data from research
activities emerge new challenges related to data and knowledge organization,
particularly to answer the following objectives. Firstly, providing researchers
with a scientific tool for large scale data integration. It is important not only
for presenting data in standard format, but the more important thing is, it will
provide possibilities for further analysis by applying available knowledge [2].
Specific applications such as food traceability can only be achieved by applying
data integration. Secondly, sharing data and knowledge between various stages
of operations. Typically, data and knowledge are separated and reside on each
section of food production chain. An expert on a particular section may not know
the data and knowledge on the others. Therefore exchanging data and knowledge
helps to coordinate the independent entities and increases efficiencies by greatly
reducing redundancies [3]. Thirdly, providing feasible solution to address the
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problem of incomplete data and information. By giving proper ways to work
with incomplete data and information, it will increase the quality of the whole
result [4].

Developing methods intended for decision support with those objectives is
fairly complicated work due to the nature of data in the field of food production
chain. Despite the large amount of data collected, there are issues that require
further investigation. A first key issue is their various terms, data schemes and
formats used. Most of the data collected relate to the product characteristic,
process conditions and other influential factors which come from experiments.
Experimental data are stored and conveyed in various formats with their own
schemes, such as in simple text files, csv and excel work sheets, complex word
documents, laboratory reports, image files, etc., [5]. A second issue concerns the
heterogeneous sources of the data. In food production chain, data are scattered at
several locations and come from a variety of stages such as from the cultivation,
harvesting, transformation process, and distribution of products to consumers
[6]. These two issues are major obstacles to be resolved, especially for the purpose
of data integration and data sharing. A knowledge layer that acts as a backbone
for data and knowledge integration should be provided to overcome these issues.

Recent studies show that the ontology-based model is a flexible solution for
building that knowledge layer. Compared to the previous knowledge manage-
ment methods, ontology-based approach has more advantages in acquisition and
creation, integrating different data sources, and interoperability among different
systems [7].

In this paper, we propose a food processing chain ontology (Onto-FP) to
achieve the objectives mentioned before. This ontology focuses on transformation
processes by taking into account their key characteristics, i.e., food product
transformation, temporal factor of operations, and data organization. To our
knowledge, our proposal is the first ontology-based model describing explicitly
material transformation combined with a sequence of operations. This ontology
was initially built for specific domain, i.e., winemaking. However, with the need
to be applied to other similar food transformation process, this ontology has
been further developed to be more generic.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief state of the art on
food domain ontologies and process design; Section 3 is dedicated to the proposed
food production chain ontology that includes how the ontology building process
was carried out, detail core elements and relationships; Section 4 provides a brief
description how the Onto-FP can be integrated to an upper ontology, particularly
the Dolce ontology; Section 5 demonstrates some practical uses of the proposed
ontology in the domain of winemaking; Finally, in Section 6, conclusions are
drawn and further works are outlined.
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2 Related Works

2.1 Food Ontology

The need for ontologies has increased in food sectors due to the need of knowl-
edge expression and sharing. Some works described the food world from a general
point of view such as FOODS [8], which contains specifications of food ingredi-
ents, substances and nutrition facts. Contrary, the others developed ontologies
for very specific food commodities, e.g., wine classification [9], potato [6], and
fish production [10]. Another part of the food domain that recently attracts the
attention of researchers is ontologies for food traceability. It is driven by a grow-
ing interest in developing systems for food supply chain. Some essential works in
this domain have been carried out, such as The Food Track and Trace Ontology
(FTTO) [11] and TraceALL [12].

The ontologies mentioned above have proven useful and can be applied to
their domain. However there are some important things that have not been pre-
sented in those ontologies. Most of them describe the classification concepts and
their relationships in the target domains, but how food product transformations
and processes associated with the transformations as well as important factors
such as temporal aspects of operations have not been widely studied.

2.2 Ontology-based Model for Process Design

To date, an ontology related to food transformation processes has not been
widely discussed. However, since food transformation processes are mainly de-
rived from chemical processes, related works in the domain of chemical process
design can be used to support this work.

A widely known ontology that currently become reference in the domain of
chemical engineering is OntoCAPE [13]. It is a formal, heavyweight ontology. In
this ontology, the design, construction, and operations of chemical plants are con-
sidered as the major engineering activities. Furthermore, OntoCAPE provides
chemical engineering concepts needed for describing structural and phenomeno-
logical details of the chemical process. Based on this ontology, a framework for
work process modeling in the chemical industries has been developed [14]. This
framework comprises an iterative modeling procedure, an extensible modeling
language for work processes (including temporal aspects of chemical operations),
and software tools for its practical application.

3 Proposed Model

Food production chain is a complex system with many variations. Therefore,
building an ontology that can be used to represent different food production
chain is a challenging task. The ontology should be fairly generic to be easy to
use. However, that ontology should also provide flexibility for different varieties
of food production chain.
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3.1 Ontology Building Process

To date, several methodologies related to the ontology development and mainte-
nance have been proposed in the literature. [15] have discussed comprehensively
about the three most well known generic methodologies, i.e., TOVE (Toronto
Virtual Enterprise), Enterprise and Methontology. In the domain of agriculture,
[7] proposed a general method for the construction of agricultural ontology. The
main stages of this method are determination of ontology purpose and scope,
collection and analysis of domain information, key concepts and relationships
identification, formalization, confirmation an evolution, and ontology evolution.

Based on this development approach, the ontology building process of Onto-
FP has been done by a series of activities : (1) Defining ontology purpose and
scope through meetings with experts; (2) Knowledge acquisition by using various
techniques, such as brainstorming, interviewing with experts in the domain of
food processing, literature searching, etc; (3) Conceptualization by accurately
selected domain relevant concepts and relations according to the purpose; (4)
Formalization by using ontology language and semantic web technology (RDF,
RDFS, OWL DL, etc); (5) Confirmation and evaluation of ontology by using an
automatic reasoning tool provided by an ontology development tool (Protege)
in order to check its correctness and logical relationships between concepts.

3.2 Ontology Core Elements

Onto-FP is purposed mainly for providing researchers a framework for construct-
ing their knowledge in semantic way. The domain is specified into food process-
ing, where raw materials are processed into final products. It covers the wide
range of activities, started from harvesting, preparation, intermediate processes
and final processes.

Main Concepts. Four main classes have been defined to represent general
food transformation process, i.e., Product, Operation, Attribute and Observation.
Figure 1 shows the complete hierarchy of these classes. A short description for
each class is provided in the following paragraphs.

– Product

Product class represents an abstract model of the different types of food
products. The product taxonomy used in the Product class is based on the
product transformation stages. Thus, as shown in Figure 1, the second level
of this class comprises HarvestingProduct that represents raw material enter-
ing particular food transformation process, IntermediateProduct represents
semi or unfinished products, FinishedProduct is an abstract model of final
products and ServiceProduct models all materials or products that are used
by operations to transforms raw material or intermediate product during
process flow.
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Fig. 1. Food processing domain hierarchy.

– Operation
Operation is class that conceptualizes the knowledge related to the process
activities. The second level of this class corresponds to the general classifica-
tion of operations including physical, chemical and biological operations (see
Figure 1). The third level represents more specific operations widely known
in the domain of food processing, such as fermentation, separation, mixing,
maceration, crushing, etc. This level can be added depending on the needs
of selected domain.

– Attribute
Attribute class models all the characteristics of product or operation. The
aim of this class is to store information about all features or qualities belong-
ing to Product or Operation class. ProductAttribute is a class that represents
all attributes of Product while OperationAttribute is used to model Opera-
tion’s attributes. For the purpose of generality, more specific attributes are
defined as an instance of ProductAttribute or OperationAttribute rather than
as a new class. For instance, volatile acidity as an attribute of finished wine
is declared as an individual, not as a sub-class of ProductAttribute. By us-
ing this approach, this ontology becomes more stable and flexible enough
to cope with the rapid changes on qualities used in product and operation,
which commonly happen due to new innovations on sensors and observation
methods.

– Observation
The class of Observation is a conceptualization of an abstract model of ac-
tivity where an instance of Attribute class is measured. Observation can
be a single observation (SingleObservation class) that means one time only
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measurement or a set of observation (SetObservation class) where multiple
measurement to the particular attribute of product or operation are needed
(see also in Figure 3). An instance of SetObservation will always have at
least two SingleObservation instances. The class of SetObservation is very
important to model a series of observations, such as fermentation tempera-
ture that is commonly measured not only once but several times in a given
operation.

General Relations between Elements. Generally, relations among core el-
ements can be grouped into four categories, relations between : (i) two or more
products, (ii) products and operations, (iii) two or more operations and (iv)
relations related to data observations. Figure 2 shows the first three general
relations, while Figure 3 shows relationships between Observation, Product, Op-
eration and Attribute.

comesFrom

hasVariety

hasOutput

hasInput
hasAttribute

hasAttribute

hasObervedAttribute

hasObservedObject hasObservedObject

temporal
relations

precedes

Product

Plot/farm

Variety

Attribute

Observation

Operation

Fig. 2. General relationships between elements.

– Product transformation
Product transformation is one of the key elements in food production. Raw
materials are processed into intermediate products to subsequently be fur-
ther processed into the finished products. In the domain of food processing,
raw materials are crops that are harvested from farm. These products can be
in different varieties. In most cases, varieties will determine what kind of op-
erations that should be considered and what type of final products that may
be produced. Therefore, the concept of variety is important (see Figure 2).
There are two relations proposed concerning product transformation, i.e.,
product to product and product to operation relationships. The first relation
aims to list all existing products and arrange them according to a particular
sequence in a food transformation chain. Here, a transitive object property
called precedes and its inverse succeeds is used to model this relation. The
second relationship is inspired by the basic theory of material balances, where
there are links between products as input, operations as processor, and other
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products as output. The object properties of hasInput and hasOutput are
used to model this condition (see Figure 2). By using this representation,
product changes due to a particular operation can always be identified.

– Temporal relations of operations
Temporal factors are important issues in food transformation processes.
They become important considerations because they will affect the attributes
of the raw materials, semi-finished products, as well as the final products.
Representing temporal factors or dynamic aspects of a particular domain
such as food transformation will help researchers or related actors to deal
with problems of prediction, planning and data explanation [16]. Temporal
relations also can be used to check the consistencies of the set of operations.
Semantic temporal relations between operations can be described by the On-
tology of Time for the Semantic Web proposed in [17]. This ontology relies on
the interval representation of time developed by Allen [16]. Furthermore, this
ontology has been refined and listed as W3C Working Draft since September
2006. According to this ontology, there are two subclass of TemporalEntity,
i.e., Instant and Interval. ”Intervals are, intuitively, things with extent and
instants are, intuitively, point-like in that they have no interior points” [17].
Using this definition, it can be stated that Operation class is a subclass
of Interval. Thus it will inherit the two important properties of Interval,
i.e., hasBeginning and hasEnd. It can be also inferred that operations can
use object properties of interval to represent semantic relation between op-
erations. Table 1 shows all possible relations between two operations and
corresponding examples.

Table 1. Temporal relations between operations

Relations Inverse Notation Examples from winemaking

Before(A,B) After(B,A) A < B ; B > A Crushing occurs after destem-
ming

Meets(A,B) MetBy(B,A) A m B ; B mi A Draining is started immediately
after maceration

Overlaps(A,B) OverlappedBy(B,A) A o B : B oi A Malolactic fermentation can be
started before alcoholic fermen-
tation is finished

Starts(A,B) StartedBy(B,A) A s B ; B si A Maceration is started when al-
coholic fermentation started

Finishes(A,B) FinishedBy(B,A) A f B ; B fi A Sulfitation finished malolactic
fermentation

During(A,B) Contains(B,A) A d B ; B di A Alcoholic fermentation occurs
during maceration

Equal(A,B) A = B ; B = A Extraction of ethanol is started
and finished at the same time as
alcoholic fermentation

– Flexible data organization using attribute and observation
Recording chronological changes in the products and operations during the
process flow is very important. For the specific application of food traceabil-
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ity, data and information regarding product transformation are main sources
for identifying potential causes if some problems arise. Therefore, data must
be organized in such a way that represents the actual condition of the product
or operation that has observed. Here, we proposed a simple approach based
on natural relationships that occur between Product/Operation, Attribute,
and Observation. Figure 3 shows how this approach is represented.

Operation

Product

Attribute Observation

ProductAttribute

OperationAttribute

UnitofMeasurement

SetOfObservation

SingleObservation

hasAttribute

hasAttribute

subClassOf

subClassOf

subClassOf

subClassOfhasObservedObject

hasObervedAttribute

memberOf

hasUnitOfMeasurement

hasObservedObject

Value

Value

hasObservationDate

Value
Value

Value

hasObservationValue

hasExpertJudgement

hasEstimationValue

hasReferenceValue

Fig. 3. Data organization using Product/Operation Attribute and Observation.

The Observation class plays an important role to represent the attribute
measurement process. An instance of single observation has always relations
with an instance of product or operation through the object property of ha-
sObservedObject as well as with an instance of product/operation’s attribute
using hasObservedAttribute object property. It is a natural representation
where an observation is done on a particular attribute belonging to a given
object (product or operation) at a specific time. Another important thing
regarding observation is how various data types have to be represented. For a
single observation result, data can be quantitative values provided by a sen-
sor or based on estimation, or qualitative values based on expert judgments.
Thus, as seen on Figure 3, object properties such as hasObservationValue,
hasEstimationValue, and hasExpertJudgment are added to the single obser-
vation class.

4 Integration into an Upper Ontology

The Onto-FP was built initially for a specific domain (i.e., winemaking ontology).
From the development perspective, it can be stated that it follows a bottom-up
approach where the process started by defining the most specific concepts in the
domain of winemaking. This approach results an ontology which is in accordance
with the specific conditions of the domain being modeled. However, there is a
possibility that this ontology will be difficult to be modified and integrated
with ontologies developed for other domains [18]. Therefore, for the purpose
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of information and knowledge integration, it is necessary to do an analysis to
show that the core concepts of the Onto-FP are consistent with an upper level
ontology.

4.1 Upper Level Ontology

Upper level ontology can be defined as an ontology that contains very general
concepts and relations from which more specific concepts and relations can be
constructed [19]. This definition implicitly states that if a generalization is per-
formed in ontologies from different domains, at some point there are the same
concepts and relations across all domains. Some widely known upper ontologies
are: Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO), Basic Formal Ontology (BFO),
General Formal Ontology (GFO) and DOLCE [19].

This paper used DOLCE, a widely recognized and used upper level ontology,
as reference. According to its authors, DOLCE is declared as an ontology of
particulars, where particulars refer to instances which differs to universals that
point to properties and relations [20]. The top-level categories of DOLCE and
their relations are presented in Figure 4. According to this figure, there are
four main classes of DOLCE, i.e., Endurant, Perdurant, Quality and Abstract.
Endurants can be seen as ”entities that are wholly present at any time they are
present” while perdurants are ”entities that happen in time” [20]. Qualities are
the basic entities that can be observed or measured [20]. Abstract class refers
to entities that do not have spatial nor temporal qualities, and they are not
qualities themselves [20].

Temporal-quality Abstract-qualityPhysical-quality

Quality

ParticularPerdurant

Endurant

Abstract

Event

Stative

Process

State

Achievement

Accomplishment

Arbitrary-sum Physical-endurant

Feature

Non-physical-endurant

Amount-of-matter Physical-object Non-physical-object

Region

Set

Proportion

Physical-region

Abstract-region

Temporal-region

Quality-space

Quale

inherent_in

q_location

participant

inherent_in

Fig. 4. Dolce main concepts.

4.2 Structuring Onto-FP to the DOLCE Ontology

Structuring Onto-FP to DOLCE ontology consists of assignment of core con-
cepts from the Onto-FP to the categories provided by DOLCE. The following
paragraphs describe briefly relations between those concepts.
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– Product

Product is a concept used to model all types of materials. This definition
clearly expresses that Product is a physical entity. According to the defini-
tions of DOLCE main concepts, Product can be categorized as an Endurant.
More precisely, Product is a subclass of Physical-object (see Figure 4).

– Operation

Operation is a concept that represents process activities. It is an action that
just extends in time by gathering different temporal parts. Every instance of
Operation always has temporal parts, e.g. starting time, duration, end time,
etc. From the DOLCE’s point of view, this concept lies clearly under the
Perdurant concept. Operation is close to the DOLCE’s concept of Process
which is a sub-subclass of Perdurant (see Figure 4). Another important thing
here is the relation between endurants and perdurants called participant or
participation-in as its inverse. This relation means that an endurant exists in
time by participating in a perdurant [20]. This generic relation is comparable
to the relations defined in Onto-FP, i.e., hasInput (inverse: isInputOf ) and
hasOutput (inverse: isOutputOf ). An instance of Product exists by partici-
pating as an input (or output) of an instance of Operation. Thus hasInput
and hasOutput can be declared as a specialization of participation-in rela-
tionship.

– Attribute

As defined before, Attribute is a class that models all the characteristics of
Product or Operation. Using this definition, it can be directly revealed that
Attribute is close to the DOLCE concept of Quality due to their similarity of
meaning. Both of them are entities that can be observed. More precisely, At-
tribute could be considered as a subclass of Quality. In Onto-FP, Attribute is
intended to represent physical qualities of Product or Operation. Therefore,
the concept of Attribute is equal to the DOLCE concept of Physical-qualities.
Additionally, from Figure 4, it can be seen that there is a relation between
Quality and Endurant or Perdurant named inherent-in. This relation is iden-
tical to the relation of hasAttribute that link between Attribute and Product
or Operation in Onto-FP (see Figure 3).

– Observation

Observation is a conceptualization of an activity where data or information
from an instance of Attribute class is captured. Like Operation, Observation
is an action that also has temporal parts. Therefore, it can be stated that
Observation is a Perdurant.

5 Practical Use

In this section, three examples of the practical uses of this ontology will be pre-
sented. These three examples have been selected to represent common conditions
found in winemaking. For the testing purposes, the Onto-FP has been populated
using winemaking data collected from the Unite Expérimentale de Pech Rouge,
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France from 2005 to 2008. These data contain observation results from the dif-
ferent stages of winemaking and are stored in more than 580 Microsoft Excel
files.

5.1 Identifying Red Winemaking Data from the Other Types

The Unite Expérimentale de Pech Rouge, France produces different kind of wines.
According to their color, it can be classified into red, white and rosé. The data
observed from these three types of winemaking are stored together in the same
file with similar scheme. Consequently, it is not easy to classify whether partic-
ular sets of data belong to red, white or rosé winemaking. Some guidance from
experts are needed to check and verify them manually. Thus, it will take quite a
lot of time to do this classification when the number of data increases. By using
the ontology of food transformation process, this process can be done instantly
by querying the data using specific criteria.

Lets take an example here. Suppose we want to select all sets of red winemak-
ing data. The colors of wine are determined by the variety of grapes used and/or
the processes used to make the wine. According to the experts, the easiest way to
distinguish red winemaking to the other types is by checking the existence of re-
montage operation during alcoholic fermentation. Rémontage is the French term
for the process of pulling out wine from underneath the cap of grape skins and
then pumping it back over the cap in order to stimulate maceration. Therefore,
the existence of a rémontage operation can be used as a criterion to filter related
red winemaking data. The following lines is an example of SPARQL query for
identifying red winemaking datasets.

Query 1.

SELECT * WHERE {

?WmDataset rdf:type own:Winemaking .

?WmDataset own:hasPart ?macName .

?macName rdf:type own:Maceration

OPTIONAL {?remName own:during ?macName .

?remName rdf:type own:Remontage }

}

Query 1 shows simple SPARQL query using OPTIONAL statement to check
if an instance of Rémontage (remName) exists during maceration operation
(macName). If it is present then the instance name of rémontage will be dis-
played and the corresponding winemaking dataset (wmDataset) can be deter-
mined belongs to the red winemaking group. Figure 5 shows the result of this
query.

5.2 Backward Tracking to Find Winemaking Itineraries by Given
Wine Color Parameters

Color is one of the important characteristics of wines and probably the first at-
tribute that affects consumer acceptance. The color of wines can be estimated
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Fig. 5. Query results show the first four rows are winemaking datasets.

by investigating their chemical composition which are related to color, such as
anthocyanins, total phenolics and tannin. For researchers, the colors of wines are
useful to find the relationships between wine color attributes and various fac-
tors such as grape varieties, selected processes, treatment during these processes,
temporal factors, and other interesting studies. To describe these relationships,
the first thing that should be known is the winemaking itineraries, which com-
prise all related products and operations to produce particular wines. Certain
wines may be produced by using a single straight process flow, but the others
may need the combined process flows. By using these itineraries, it will help re-
searches for describing comprehensively all potential factors that affect to wine
color attributes. This ontology provides mechanisms to do backward tracking by
using transitive object properties mentioned before (precedes, succeeds, hasIn-
put, hasOutput and temporal relations between operations). Query 2 shows an
example how one of these object properties is used to find all previous operations.

Query 2.

SELECT ?pa ?c WHERE {

?s own:hasObservedObject ?o .

?s own:hasObservedAttribute own:Anthocyanins .

?s own:hasObservationValue ?v .

?p own:hasOutput ?o .

?p own:after+ ?pa .

?pa rdf:type ?c

FILTER (?v = 479.22)

}

Here, we want to find all operations that are used to produce a wine that
has anthocyanins value of 479.22. The after temporal relation is used to find
previous operation. Because it is a transitive object property, thus we can use
one of SPARQL Property Path expressions, i.e., by adding operator ”+”. This
operator allows to find a path of one or more occurrences of after object property.
Figure 6 shows the result of this query.

5.3 Identifying Incomplete Data

Winemaking data contains large amounts of data collected from different sources.
One of the conditions that normally occur on such data is that some parts of
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Fig. 6. Set of operations for producing a particular wine with anthocyanins = 479.22.

them are lost or unavailable [21]. These incomplete data will affect data anal-
ysis methods and the conclusions that can be drawn. Therefore, dealing with
incomplete data is an integral part of research activities.

Unlike conventional database, RDF does not provide mechanism to store null
value which is commonly used to represent incomplete data. RDF stores data
in a triplestore which is a collection of triples rather than in a set of tables.
Each triple contains flat data in the form of subject-predicate-object (S-P-O).
This form has a basic consequence that all data should be known so that the
triples can be built. According to this rule, the null value which is mostly used to
represent that the value (data) is unknown or doesn’t exist, does not fulfill the
RDF standard form. Hence, null values will be disregarded because the triples
cannot be generated. In conventional database, it is easy to query data using
null values as a keyword, even without knowing the structure of data. But, to
do that in a triplestore, it will be a bit tricky. Query 3 shows an example how
to display all observation data and identify the existence of incomplete data.

Query 3.

SELECT DISTINCT ?obs ?obj ?att ?val WHERE {

?obs rdf:type own:SingleObservation .

?obs own:hasObservedObject ?obj .

?obj rdf:type ?cob .

?obs own:hasObservedAttribute ?att .

OPTIONAL {?obs ?h ?val .

?h rdfs:subPropertyOf own:hasInformation }

}

ORDER BY desc(?obj)

Again, here the OPTIONAL statement is used to check if a triplet that
contains value exists (indicated by statement of ”?obs ?h ?val”). If it is present,
a complete triplet will be generated. Otherwise it will remain empty, which
indicates incomplete data. Figure 7 shows the result of this query. There are
two missing values found, i.e., values (val) of DO250 in the observations (obs)
of so 0012 and so 0010.
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Fig. 7. Query results for identifying incomplete data.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper presents an ontology-based model for food transformation process,
the Onto-FP. The ontology is intended to be a knowledge layer that can be used
by researchers for data and knowledge integration and sharing as well as for
further analysis. The Onto-FP is based on four main concepts: Product, Opera-
tion, Attribute and Observation. Beside those main concepts, the key elements
of this ontology are product transformation relationships, temporal sequence of
operations and a flexible data organization. The Onto-FP has been qualitatively
analyzed and proven to be consistent to DOLCE upper ontology, both on con-
cepts and relationships. This ontology also has been tested in some potential
uses, particularly in the domain of winemaking. It shows that this ontology can
be easily queried to answer questions related to data classification, food process
itineraries and incomplete data identification.

In the future, Onto-FP, which is general for the food domain, can be spe-
cialized and tested to different food products or even to a wider domain, i.e.,
bio-resources products. More concepts and relations in the food and related do-
mains could be added in order to improve its adaptability. This ontology could
be also completed by specific rules to represent expert knowledge in estimating
incomplete data. Another interesting future work is an analysis of food process
itineraries for two or more given characteristic of find products based on this
ontology.
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